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ABSTRACT
This quantitative study attempts to examine the English prepositional errors exhibited
in the written specimen of secondary school students of Pakistan while learning
English as their second language. Error analysis is used in this study, as a method of
diagnosing errors in the written compositions. Cordor (1973) classified errors into
four categories: omission, addition, substitution and disordering. Moreover, errors
may be interlingual i.e. L1 or mother tongue influence as suggested by James (1998).
Along with this, moderate version of Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (CAH) is used
as a method for describing prepositional systems of Urdu and English languages as
Bloomfield (1933) , Fries (1945) and Lado (1957) claimed that by comparing the
systems of the native language and language to be learned, predictions could be
made about possible difficulties in learning. The study sample was composed of 100
written compositions collected from randomly selected different private and
Government secondary schools in Sargodha. This paper will highlight the
identification, description, categorization and explanation of errors found in the
gathered written data. The findings conclude that interference of Urdu (L1 of
learners) is maximum as the results exhibit the dominance of inters language in
prepositional errors. Further, this study suggests the need for exploring new teaching
strategies particularly to teach tricky areas of second language i.e. prepositions
Keywords: CAH, error analysis, interlanguage, prepositional errors

INTRODUCTION
A man's command of English can be judged by the way he deals with tricky and problematic
tiny words called prepositions. As we know that prepositions give spice and sentence to make
sense of it and to convey message completely as they express relationships between two parts
of a sentence. 'A preposition is a word placed before a noun or a pronoun to show in what
relation the thing denoted by it stands in regard to something else'(Wren & Martin, 2006,
p.106). English has 60 to 70 prepositions, a higher number than most other languages (Koffi,
2010, p.297). Many prepositions in English are monosyllabic (on, for, to,) while half of them
have two syllables (without, under, behind, without) or more (underneath, not withstanding).
It is estimated that over 90 percent of preposition usage involves these nine prepositions:
With
To
From

at
in
of

by
for
on

Prepositions can be categorized on the basis of their functions e.g. Preposition for time (I will
reach at five O' clock), place (He lives in Lahore), direction (Maria went to laboratory), agent
(The room was painted by him), and instrument (She opened the locker with key).
Why so are considered so sly!
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Prepositions in English posses a vast variety of meaning depending on the context.
Sometimes choice of particular preposition changes the meaning of same verb.
(A).Verb +DIFFERENT preposition = DIFFERENT meaning
I am not agreed to this proposal = (Idea)
I am not agree with you = (participant)
Sometimes there is little or no change in meaning even when different prepositions are used
with same verb as:
(B). VERB + DIFFERENT preposition = SAME meaning
Mike competes with his friend too much = SAME meaning
Mike competes against his friend too much = SAME meaning
(C). Verb + SAME preposition = DIFFERENT meaning
He hijacked the plane with gun = (instrument)
He hijacked the plane with his gang = (Participants)
One major grammatical error reflected in both speech and writings of Non-native learners is
prepositional error. The language learning process, being a complex one, involves
committing many errors like any other process of acquiring any skill may include. As
observed that a learner's errors are crucial in regard that they provide an evidence of learning
and reveals various strategies or procedures the learner is employing in the process of
discovering the language (Corder, 1981).
It is quite uncommon to find proper structures of Urdu in English language so it is not
possible to produce precise and exact translations from Urdu to English. It is observed that
difference lies in the prepositional systems of Urdu and English as different prepositions are
used to indicate various sorts of relationships as one preposition might have several
translations in one's native language depending on context. Consequently, when students
attempt to write or speak a sentence they strive to find structures similar to Urdu in English
language resulting in committing grammatical errors. So learners cannot hinge on the
prepositional knowledge of their First language. If learners do make 'assumptions of semantic
equivalence between the first and second languages’, it often results in prepositional errors
(Lam, 2009, p.3).
LITERATURE REVIEW
Contrastive Analysis
C.C Fries, a distinct American linguist, holding that the most effective materials consist of
scientific description of target language compared with parallel description of one's native
language, instituted the study of contrastive linguistics in 1945 (Pan, n.d). After ten years,
theoretical foundation of CAH was laid down by Robert Lado in his memorable work
'Linguistics across Cultures’. As Lado stated: "In the comparison between native and foreign
language lies the key to ease or difficulty in foreign language learning....Those elements that
are similar to (the Learner's) native language will be simple for him, and those that are
different will be difficult" (Lado, 1957, p.1-2).
CAH model was developed in sixties when structural linguistics and behavioral psychology
were dominant. In chapter 8 of his book 'Language Learning and Teaching', Brown states:
"CAH claimed that the principle barrier to second language acquisition is the interference of
first language system with the second language system, that a scientific, structural analysis of
the two languages in question would yield a taxonomy of linguistic contrasts between them,
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which in turn would enable the linguist to predict the difficulties a learner would encounter"
(Brown, 2000, p.208).
Bloomfield (1933) expounded the linguistic model of CAH, and this model is further
elaborated in by Fries (1945) and Lado (1957). According to James (1985), the psychological
bases of CAH are associationism and S-R theory. The assumption of CAH is that L2 learners
(second language learners) tend to transfer features of L1 (native language) in L2 utterances.
In the words of Lado: “Individuals tend to transfer forms and meanings and distribution of
forms and meanings of their native language and culture to foreign language and culture"
(Lado, 1957, p.2). Here 'transfer' means 'carrying over the habits of his mother tongue into
the second language'. (Corder, 1971, p.158).
Three different versions of CAH
CAH is classified into three versions: strong, moderate and weak. Ronald Wardaugh called
strong version of CAH quite unrealistic and impractical version (Brown, 2000). Wardaugh
noted that 'at the very least, this version demands of linguists that they have available a set of
linguistic universals formulated within a comprehensive linguistic theory which deals
adequately with syntax, semantic and phonology' (1970, p.125). Wardaugh termed
observational use of contrastive analysis in the weak version of CAH (Brown, 2000).
According to Wardaugh, this weak version of CAH had successfully used by teachers and
linguists and had intuitive appeal 'the best linguistic knowledge available ....in order to
account for observed difficulty in second language learning' (1970,p.126). A moderate
version of CAH, proposed and summarized by Oller and Ziahosseiny as: 'The categorization
of abstract and concrete patterns according to their perceived similarities or differences is the
basis for learning; Therefore, whenever patterns are minimally distinct in form and meaning
in one or more systems, confusion may result' (1970,p.186).
Error Analysis
For a long time, there was no principled approach related to language teaching based on error
then in 1970 and 80s, error analysis flourished to investigate L2 language acquisition. A
number of error taxonomies are proposed later on, in relation to second language literature.
Pit Corder, a British linguist, refocused attention on errors from the perspective of language
processing and language acquisition. In his seminal paper 'The Significance of Learners
Errors' (1967), he points out that errors are not only inevitable but also very important
without them improvement cannot be possible so are termed as developmental errors.
Corder noted that 'A learners.... errors are significant in (that) they provide researcher
evidence of how language is learned and acquired, what strategies or procedure the learner is
employing in the discovery of the language' (1967,p.167). In words of Richard" the field of
error analysis may be defined as dealing with the differences between the way people
learning a language speak and the way adult native speakers of the language use the
language" (Richard,1971,p.1). Four categories of error are noted by Cordor (1973): omission
of some required elements; addition of some unnecessary elements; selection of incorrect
elements; disordering of some elements.
Interlanguage
The term 'interlanguage' refers to an intermediate language, a stage in process of second
language learning, between the native (L1) and the target language. In 20th century, there
came a drastic change in the field of error analysis and the focus shifted from the
intralanguage errors to interlanguage errors. In this regard, most influential contribution was
made by Uriel Weinreich in his famous publication, named as 'Language in contact' (1953).
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He suggested a psychological and psycholinguistic explanation for language interference that
any speaker having more than two languages will tend to identify sounds and structures of
one language with sound and structures of other language. In other words, speakers of two or
more languages are engaged in process of making 'interlingual identifications' (Weinreich,
1953, p.7).
The term interlanguage was first used by Selinker in his earlier paper on language transfer
(1969, p.71). Selinker (1972) worked with Corder and presented his famous paper
‘Interlanguage’ based on error approach. He explained the term 'interlanguage' on a
continuum that on one end is mother tongue of the learner and on other end, there is target
language. Selinker used the term 'language transfer' instead of "language interference" to
stress the active role of the learner. In this scenario, James (1998) also pointed out that errors
can be interlingual i.e. mother tongue influenced. These errors occur due to learners’
indulgence in literal translation from L1 to L2.
METHODOLOGY
One hundred compositions were collected from randomly selected 10 secondary schools of
Sargodha district. Collected data were guided composition, that is to say, a topic was given to
students by teacher for writing session. It was made sure that all the students speak Urdu as
their first language. Out of 100 compositions, 70 compositions contained errors in
prepositions. The sentences comprised of prepositional errors were isolated. By using the
frameworks of Richards (1974) and James (1998), the prepositional errors were described
and categorized.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Description of the Prepositional Systems of Urdu and English
After the collection of data, a careful analysis showed that about 89% written compositions
contained errors in use of prepositions. A moderate version of CAH is used now to recognize
the significance of interference across languages .As Brown (2000), observed that these
inferences can explain the linguistic differences of learners.
A glimpse of differences in structures of Urdu and English languages is shown in the box
below:
English

Urdu

Ali is going into the room

علی کمر ے ميں جارھا ھے
علی کمر ے ميں ھے

Ali is in the room
Book is on the table

کتا ب ميز پر ھے

Aimen is at the home

ا يمن گھر پر ھے

Ahmad is at the station

ا حمد سٹيشن پر ھے

Iram is on the bus stop

ا ر م بس سٹا پ پر ھے

We travelled by train

ھم نے ٹر ين ميں سفر کيا

I go to school on foot

ميں پيد ل سکو ل جا تا ھو ں

Box 1. A glimpse of differences in structures of Urdu and English languages
The above-mentioned examples substantiate the existing differences in the prepositional
systems of Urdu and English. Prepositional system of English can delude the learners because
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of their versatility. Therefore, it is more appropriate to teach each preposition in detail to
grasp its multifarious meanings and use. In different contexts, more than one preposition may
be acceptable this diversity adds in difficulty in acquiring proficiency in target language. It is
vivid from above table that 1:1 translations from any one language to other is not possible so
same is the case with Urdu and English languages e.g. the translation of Urdu preposition
 ميںis different in English language ,in some cases it can be to and in other it can be into.
However, one thing should be kept in mind that both sentences with words to and into are
entirely different from one another. This example can also be described in the sense of other
Urdu preposition like  پرin comparison to English prepositions on, at etc. To describe
learner’s errors, Lennon’s categories (cited in Brown, 1994) including substitution, addition,
omission, and disordering are used in this study. Following results appeared after data
analysis:
Table 1. Analayis of Errors
Description of Errors

Frequency

Percentage

Substitution

54

61%

Addition

23

26%

Omission

10

11%

Disordering

2

2%

Total

89

100%

The results demonstrate that incorrect use of prepositions is highest, particularly in domain of
substitution i.e. 60%, indicating that differences in prepositional systems of native languages
(Urdu) and target language (English) confused students in the process of selecting appropriate
preposition to describe different relationships between linguistic elements. Now at this stage,
there is a need of error diagnosis. Primary diagnosis simply explains why these errors occur
and secondary diagnosis discusses the forms of errors. The four major categories of errors
are: a) Interlingual errors, b) Intralingual errors, c) Communication strategy-based errors d)
Induced errors (James, 1998).
Interlingual errors are caused by the interference of L1 learner’s native or mother tongue.
Learners engage in exact or word-to-word translation of native language into the target
language. Under the category of intralingual errors, mis selection of preposition, incomplete
rule application, exploiting redundancy, over co-occurrence restrictions errors can be noted
(James, 1998). Communication strategy-based errors are due to the learner's using nearequivalent L2 items. Induced errors are the results of misleading explanations, definitions and
examples given by teachers.
From above results, it is difficult to note that whether these errors are interlingual or
intralingual. So, to make it clear Richard and James taxonomies, are used to categorize these
errors.
Interlingual Errors
Interlingual errors are 62% according to the results obtained in table 2. These errors occur
due to learners attempt to produce over literal translations of L1 (Urdu) prepositions into L2
(English).
Examples
1. We were all sitting on the table. (at)
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This sentence is the exact translation of:
ھم سب کھا نے کی ميز پر بيٹھےتھے
I was writing letter of my brother. (to)
ميں ا پنے بھا ئی کو خط لکھ ر ھا تھا
L2 (English)
L1 (Urdu)
Table 2. Categorocaly analaysis of errors
Category

Frequency

Percentage

55

62%

Interlingual
Direct Translation
Intralingual
Mis-selection Of Prep

16

Inc. Application Of Rules

5

Simple Addition

4

Redundancy

2

Overlooking Co-occurrence Rest.

3

Total

34%

Communication Strategy-Based
Misuse Of L2 Expression

4

4%

Induced

0

0

Total

89

100%

Interlanguage
It is observed that structures of L1 interfere with the structures of L2 to cause interlanguage.

Intralingual Errors
Mis-Selection of Preposition
Most of errors in domain of intralingual errors occurred in this category. Errors in misselection of prepositions occur not due to interference of L1 in L2, but within the complex
system of target language itself. As complex categorization, large number and polysemous
nature of prepositions lead a learner towards misselection of correct and appropriate
preposition.
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Examples
1. Aslam compared his father with tyrant. (to)
2. Sana ran to (towards) the door.
Incomplete Application of Rules
These errors are evident in instances where learners fail to use a requiring preposition in verb
phrases or certain idiomatic expressions.
Examples:
1. I really felt sorry ____________what happened in my life. (upon)
2. At that stage of my life, I was unable to dispose______ almost all my anger. (off)
Simple Addition
This error occurs because of the unnecessary use of a preposition in well-formed sentences.
Examples
1. After this mishap, We returned to home.
2. Suddenly, my sister saw at a man.
Redundancy
Learner's over use of words to embellish the target language results in circumlocution cause
redundancy.
Examples
1. At the end, Sarah was guilty of her false misstatement.
2. We, three brothers had nothing in common with each other.
Overlooking Co-occurrence Restriction
Failure of the learner to recognize the restrictions of using a specific rule in specific context
cause error.
Examples
1. I opened up my umbrella, an intentional attempt at protection from the rain. (protecting)
2. I do not enjoy go in the same class where I was being insulted once. (going)
Communication-Strategy Based Errors
Misuse of L2 Expression
This error refers to learner's deficiency to use correct idiomatic expressions.
Examples
1. Get in the wrong side of the law. (Get in phrasal verb assumed by the learner instead of
using get on)
2. She is sitting in the bed and talking to her friend. (Over generalization of lie in the bed)
CONCLUSION
Taken up together, this paper shows that errors in use of preposition by ESL learner are a
matter of serious concern for teachers. As study reveals the sly and polysemous nature of
preposition and explains learners’ failure to grasp these tiny words-prepositions .First, as
findings of the paper also show, there is a mismatch between English and other languages
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(Celce-Murcia &Larsen Freeman, 1999). Thus, native language system intersecting target
language system resulting in ambiguity as learners cast around to get L2equivalents in L1
though very basic structure of Urdu (SOV) and English (SVO) is very different. Therefore,
prepositional system lies between the notorious clash points that exist between languages
.Second, prepositional system of English itself is very erratic so quite onerous for second
language learners. Therefore, English prepositional errors manifested in writings of Urdu
speaking learners are for the most part inter-language errors but a sufficient amount is also
because of intra-language errors.
As tremendous contribution on the part of the teacher is indispensable , while teaching
English as a second language to Urdu speaking learners, as a teacher should rectify these
grammatical errors so that these may not be fossilized. Moreover, learners should be provided
an ample exposure to language so that they learn prepositions in different contexts.
Unfortunately, ongoing pedagogical practices in Pakistan, especially in government sector,
exhibit lack of expertise to address this problem. There is an immediate need to re-evaluate
teacher's proficiency in English; efforts should be made to train teachers’ pedagogical skills
while teaching English to learners in Pakistan. As private sector is working efficiently and
implementing effective and new strategies in teaching English as a second language, so it can
lend a helping role to ameliorate teaching skills and techniques in government schools.
Furthermore, research should be encouraged in the area of error, so that extra attention may
be paid in teaching tricky areas of language like Prepositions.
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